
INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Read the instructions given at the beginning/end of each section or at the beginning of a group of questions very
carefully.

2. This test has two sections with 60 questions - 30 questions in each section. The TOTAL TIME available for the
paper is 140 minutes. The time available for each section is 70 minutes and you cannot return to the first section
once you have started the second section.

3. You are expected to show your competence in both the sections.

4. All questions carry three marks each. Each wrong answer will attract a penalty or one mark.

SECTION-I 

Number of Questions= 30 

DIRECTIONS for questions 1 to 6: Answer the questions 
independently of each other. 

1. Two friends, P and Q, regularly go for a walk In a
park. The park has paths laid out for walkers as
shown in the figure below, with two identical ci�cular
paths touching each other, enclosed perfectly within
another rectangular path.
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Everyday, both P and Q start simultaneously from 
the point A. P continuously walks along the 
rectangular route A B C O E F G H I J A, whereas Q 
continuously walks along the route A C K H F O K I 
A (describing a figure of '8' in each round). The 
radius of each of the circular paths is 5 m. What is 
the ratio of the speeds of Q and P, if they meet for 
the first ·time (after the start) when P completes 
exactly 5 rounds and Q completes exactly 4 rounds? 
(A) 4n : 15 (B) 15 : 5n
(C) 15:4n (0) 5n:16

3. If p, q, r, s are four l?DSitive numbers. and f (x) =
IP+ qi - IP- qi+ Ir+ sl - Ir- sl. then f(x) is
equal to
(A) Min (p, q) + 2 Max (r, s)
(B) Max (p, q) + 2 Min (r, s)
(C) 2 Max (p, q) + 2 Max (r, s)
(D) 2 Min (p, q) + 2 Min (r, s)

4. There are five blue chairs and four pink chairs in a
class of nine students, comprising live boys and four
girls. Before lunch, the five boys sat on the blue
chairs and the four girls sat on the pink chairs. II
alter lunch, no girl sat on the same chair on which
she was sitting before lunch, but all the girls sat on
pink chairs, in how many ways can all the students
be seated?
(A) 3' 5! (B) 15(51) (C) 41(5! -1 )(0) 9(5!)

5. Given a, b, c, dare distinct prime numbers such that
X = a1'b0<fd' has 2016 factors;
Y= bp dq a5 has 168 factors:
and Z = c

q b' d5 has 288 factors.
What is the minimum possible value of p+ q + r+ s?
(A) 23 (8) 29 (C) 25 (0) 26

6. Amit borrowed ?21,000 from Vlnay at 10% p.a.,
under compound interest, compounded annually, II
Amit has to repay the loan in two equal annual
instalments, find the armount that he needs to pay in
each Instalment.
(A) t12,100
(C) �12.705

(B) �12,600
(D) ?12.000



2. Two of th v rtice of a , gul r ntagon drawn on
he co-ord1nato plan are kno "n to (10, 20) and
(17, 0). What is the ratio of the maximum pos ibl
area to he minimum possible area of such a

ls 1p nt gon? co 36' 
4 . 

(A 4-� 
2 

(C) !
2 2 
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B) 2
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D) 3 2_
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DIRECTIONS or question 7: The ques Ion is followed by 
twos m nt • I and II. You ave d cid N eth he 
lnformaUon p ovlded n th statom nts s su ci nt for 
an wering th q stion. 

M r A if the q Ion CAn w d by u Ing only 
one of the statements. 

Mark B if th qu sllon can b ans red y s ng oith r 
la m nt alo 

Mar C H he question can be n wered by u Ing both 
the stat menl to a her, ut c nno be 
answered by usin either statement alone. 
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are both positive, the expression cannot be less than 3. By 
obseiving the choices, only choice (C) can be the answer.

Choice (C) 

22. The given data is tabulated below:

Mannoes Bananas Orannes 
Price 10 12 16 

Number 6x .!3x ;,x 

Let the number of mangoes be 6x. (x may or may not be an 
integer) 
.·. The number of bananas is 3x o, more and the number of 
oranges is x or more. To minfmize the average price, the 
number of oranges has to be x and that of bananas has to 
be 3x. If they are not integers, we would have to buy > • 
oranges and >3x bananas. But in such a case, the average 
cost would be greater than what ii would be if we take 
exao:tly x oranges and 3x bananas. 
:. To minimize the average price. we should make sure 
that x (and hence even 3x) is an integer, i.e., the number of 
mangoes Is a multiple of 6. The total number of mangoes. 
bananas and oranges would be 10x, I.e .• a mulbple of 10. 
Among the given options. only 70 Is a multiple of 10. 

Cholee (8) 

23. After a markup of x%, the marked price becomes
f(1000 + 10x)

After a discount of 2
5
x % , the selling 1price becomes

(1000+10x) (1- 2• )=1000+6x-.£. ➔ (1)
500 2 5  

Given, final profit = 2• %
5 

=> Selling Price= 1000 + 1000x� 
500 

=1000+4x ➔ (2) 
Solving (1) = (2) gives x = 50 
=>discount = MP - SP = (1000 + 1 Ox) - (1000 + 4x) = 6x 
=f300 

26. Here, we have to find the maximum number of passengers
who got down at the immediately next stop, Of the 16 who
boarded at WBS, 8 got down at the next stQP. Of the 11
who boarded at Sandra, au of them would have got down at
the next stop, 9 of who boarded at Andherl would have got
down at Borivili. Same is the case with 16 of those who
boarded at BorivIli, 13 who boarded at Juhu and 8 of them 
who boarded at Goregaon. I.e .. a iotal of 8 + 11 + 9 + 16 +
13 + 8 = 65 passengers would have got off the bus al the
immediately next s!QP. Choice (C)

27. Here, we have lo find the maximum number of passengers
who got down at the third stop after the stop where they
boarded, the pair of stops would be WBS - Borivili. Sandra
- Juhu. Andheri - Go,egaon and Borivili - TBS.
The maximum number of passengers fro,n
WBS - Borivih - 5
Bandra - Juhu-0 
Andherl - Goregaon - 10
Borivih- TBS - 0
i.e .. a total of 15 passengers Choice (A) 

Solutions for questions 28 to  30: 

28. The given equation ca.n be rewritten as

log2( 
a

; b )log2 2 "log2(Ja -./bf +IOQ2 2

=> !:;::. = 2(Ja -./bf 2 

= Ja + ./b = 4(Ja -./bl(.-Ja -./b,. o} 
=> 3-Ja aS,Jb 

b 9 36. b' 36% f' ::::> ;=2S::WQ1.e .. 1s o a. Choice (B) 

29 S 
1 1 1 

R . 1 •• . � ./1 +.{3 + 7-[';2 ........ .{i,9 +.{121 at,ona ,zing

each term with the respective rationalizing factor /3 - 1, 

2- .fi' ... ... ,Im - ,fiig 





















categories........ challenge the categories used to frame 
lines of scientific inquiry ...... , are sites at which new 
concepts are forged. Kuhn believed thal these studies can 
change the way by which we are held. So scientific fields 
can undergo paradigm shifts and affect our understandings 
of scientific theories and fundamentals. Bolh statements (a) 
and (b) are not inferrable, !hey are nol Kuhn's claims, With 
reference lo Briggs' study, lhe context refers to "imaginative 
identification" with ·very different societies" as •a vantage 
point... .. 10 think about (our own societiesr. So statement (c) 
Cllnnot !le inferred. �!ern§nt (e) i!i not lr\Je. 'over
generalizations' have not been targeted. Science often 
foregoes generarity to achieve a precise and accurate 
answer to a specific question. Refer to the last four 
sentences of the first paragraph. Statement (d) can be 
inferred from the last paragraph. Returning to lhe same 
materials (not new sources of history) Is valuable when 
historians ...... impact that his monumental history made on 
his many readers. Statement f can be understood from the 
lines in the second para ( ...... to show the readers what it is 
like to live ....... Imaginative identification). Choice (A) 

26. Refer lo the last paragraph of the passage. The answer is
inferred from "intertwining of human inquiry wilh social
change• ... "Why history ... conslanl rewriting .. .". 'changes
in our ... society make new aspects of lhe past pertinent
(and old aspects irrelevant)", as given in (D). Also refer lo •
,, , ., , In the lighl of newer conceptions contemporary
historians may view different questions as significant'.
(newer styles of social thought). (C) is unsubstantiated. (A)
and (8) are not true. Thus, (D) is the answer

Choice (D) 

27. Refer to the sixth sentence of the last para. The reference
to the enterprise ls one Which is not progressive, which
does not yield a finality. But this impression is incorrect. The
previous lines of the last paragraph have already reiterated
the need for the constant rewriting of history and
ethnography. When the author lalks about Gibbon, he's
telling us that, while our beliefs and opinions may, because
of our changed circumstances, be different from those of
Gibbon, the accuracy and understanding of historical fact
that he presented to us remains our basis. Also refer to the
last sentence of the passage 'If our questions are different
...... one that Gibbon's history helped to bring about: So
statement ·e· is the assumption. Even if Gibbon has been
superceded (through further studi8" in the field ....... ). we
should be grateful for the impact that his monumental
history made on many reade<S.

With reference to statement 'b', the above explanation
would not support the term 'grand doctrine' because that
term would being to mind complete sets or bellers, and If 
the word 'perennial' is used to mean 'constant'.
unchanging' then that is inappropriate too, Contemporary
historians may view different questions as significant So
statement 'b' is not correct.
Statement 'a' ls stated - nothing ever accumulates. So it is
not an assumption. Statement •c· is out of scope. Statement
'd' is the authors contention. Hence, statement 'e' is the
assumption. Choice {B)

Solutions for questions 28 to 30:

No two consecutive cars are of the same colour means that 
there are four blue cars and four red cars. 
Since, no two consecutive cars are of the same company. the 
maximum number of cars of a oompany can be four. 
Given the fourth car from the left is a red Ronda. 

Company ---�----
Colour B R B R B R B R 

The number of cars of the company Ronda is same as the 
number or cars of the company MSW. This Implies the number 
of cars of each of these companies is either 2 or 3. ➔ (1) 

Since there is onty one Red Ronda car, the second car from the 
left and the third car from the right has to be either an ODI or an 
MSW 

Since. the fourth car is Ronda, the third car and the fifth car have 
to be either an MSW or an OD! depending upon the adjacent 
car. 

Company 
Colour 

M/0 0/M R 0/M M/0 
-- --

8 R B R B  R B  R 

Since neither the first car nor the last car is a Ronda, and from 
statement (1) the minimum number or Ronda cars is two => the 
second car from the right is a blue Ronda and the number of 
MBW cars Is two. 
The first car from left is an 0D1. 
Fill1ng the arrangement we get 

Company 
Colour 

O M O R O M R O
B R B R B R B R

28, The third car from the right is a red MSW. 
Choice (C) 

29. Red Ronda, Blue Ronda and Red ODI are the only cars
which are unique. Choice (8) 

30. There are three cars between Red Ronda car a.nd Red ODI
car. Choice (D)

Dlfflcut� level wise summarv - Section II 

Level of D1fficultv Questions 
VervEasv -

Easv 

Medium 1,2.3,6. 7,8, 12, 14, 15.26,28,29,30 
Difficult 4,5,9, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19,20.21,23 
Verv Diff,cu/1 10. 11 22 24 25,27
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